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ISIS data reduction for echelle 
A short guide 
Summary 

This guide should help for the reduction of spectra at the IAC80 to check quality of spectra 
obtained with the eShel spectrograph. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
operation of the echelle and obtaining and reducing astronomical images in general. This 
cookbook should enable you to obtain good spectra with a minimum of effort. I advise to 
consult more detailed instructions here: 
http://www.astrosurf.com/buil/isis/eshel/reduction/echelle.htm 
for the working of the software and tips to record good spectra. Also recommended is a 
french general processing guide: 
http://www.astrosurf.com/buil/isis/eshel/tuto1.htm 
Consult these documents before despairing, if something does not work as it should. 
Practice with ISIS and the files on the server before you go to Teneriffa, you will not have 
time there to learn everything! 
For a start you can download the calibration files from the server and load the configuration 
as indicated at the end of this document 

Preparation 

Before you can use the program you have to be aware of some specialities of the program. 
All the processing of files is done in a work directory, typically something like 
…Data\IAC80\20130518 or something similar 
You also have to create a subdirectory \calib which contains some calibration files: 

 
The spectra have to be numbered in a special way to be used by ISIS, with a name 
indicating what it is and a number starting at 1 without leading zeros, such as  
Flat_1.fit, flat_2.fit… flat_99.fit or 
WR134a_1.fit, WR134a_2.fit, … 
Use AF5 rename for that purpose. 
Also make sure to give the ThAr files distinct names such as ThAr_after_WR134a.fit 
All these files must be in the working directory. 
Before you start ISIS, check the files if they are correctly exposed (eliminate under- and 
overexposed images) and show no defects (shifted rows). For this I use Audela – eShel 
view, which allows you to browse quickly through the different images, showing differences 
clearly: 
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Start of the program 

A great help for the start of ISIS is, that you can load a previously working configuration into 
the program. These configuration files have the extension .xml and you find them in the 
working directory. I include them into the zip files for the spectra, so that you can see what 
parameters I have used. 
If you would like to repeat a calculation you may load the configuration into ISIS by selecting 
the extension .xml for the filename: 

 
This also helps if you want to change the computer for analysis. In this case you have to 
adjust the working directory in the setting as well. This way you can also analyze the spectra 
on the FTP server. The configurations used for my analysis are stored under  
20130811_ISIS_spectra.zip or similar. 
 
After loading the configuration, choose the working directory under Settings: 
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Also enter here the coordinates of the location as indicated below left and leave the rest 
unless you know what you want to do. 
The spectra are scaled to an average of 1 (stretched) for the wavelength range indicated. For 
WR stars it is better to change this range to 5950 – 6050, which lies outside strong emission 
lines. 

Prepare master flats 

There is a special page for preparing master flats, dark and bias. 

 
Start with the bias, here for bias1.fit to bias10.fit. The number of images found can be 
checked with the button to the right of the number. The master bias is named bias.fit 
Continue with the darks. Indicate the exposure time in the name. You only need a master 
dark corresponding to the longest spectrum exposure time, the others will be calculated 
automatically when required, based on the exposure time from the fits header. 
A cosmetic file can be calculated from the master dark for the indicated threshold 
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These master bias and dark nserve for some time, until you change something on your 
camera. 
With the master bias and dark you can now create the master Tungsten (or white light) flat, 
which is used for order extraction and for the blaze function. The same way a LED flat can be 
created for finding more orders in the blue region, where the halogen has low intensity. 
You can also average images, e.g. if you have a calibration image at the beginning and one 
at the end of a series. 

Setup of echelle parameters 

Load a 2D image of a ThAr calibration file: 

 
Never mind that I used Audela here, it is more convenient for checking many images at 
different scales and for clicking through a large number of images. Note the position of the 
indicated line of a group of four in order 34, the bright lines two orders up (Order 32) are 
strong Ar lines  
X=832, Y=908 (820 and 897 for 20130811) 
These are used for finding the calibration lines. 
Check the setup 
With Instruments – eShel – Setup you get to the setup window: 
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Here you insert the coordinates before in X coordinate of reference line and Middle y 
coordinate of reference order. The wavelength of this line is 6583.906 A. 
For a first run check the calibration with the corresponding tick. Select the orders you would 
like to analyze, typically 30 to 50. If you have problems finding the orders you can adjust the 
detection threshold or reduce the number of orders until you have fixed the problem. The rest 
has been adjusted to the eShel at the IAC80. 
The line search zone width should be normally 15, has been changed here to 34 to allow a 
camera rotation error (not needed any more, use the values from the configuration file). 
In the main eShel window load a spectrum image: 

 
Insert number: 1 to speed the process and load the master images: 
Offset: bias, dark, Tung: tungsten flat, ThAr: your calibration file ThAr.. LED :here you can 
use the Tungsten flat, unless you want to go to higher orders. Alternatively I put here the 
addition of a Tungsten flat and an LED flat which has good intensities in all desired orders. 
The addition of the Tungsten and the LED flat can be made on the page Tools – image 
processing: 

 
This flat is used for the extraction of the orders (y-position) and subsequent straightening of 
the separated orders. 
It is inserted in LED in the eShel page: 
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In this case I also had to adjust the threshold for order detection in the Setup page. 
If everything goes well you should obtain an image check2.fit with the found orders and 
position of mesured and calculated spectral lines: 

 
In this image you see that the lines are calculated correctly at order 34, but deviate the 
further down (to higher orders) we go. 
At order 49 (the last one analyzed) the lines are just at the limit of the search boxes (thin 
square), a hint that the rotation of the camera has to be adjusted, so that the two squares for 
measured (thin small squares) and calculated (large thin squares) position agree better. 
If this works satisfactory you can uncheck the calibration check and get your first spectrum. 
You may also check the logfile (e.g. test_...full.log) to get information about found 
orders, positiion, resolution and accuracy. 
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A better orientation of the camera you see in the next picture: 

 
Here the calculated positions match closely with the observed. 

Spectrum without instrument response 

Choose a calibration star, e.g. zet Aql of spectral type A or B with a smooth continuum and 
known spectrum and record spectra. 

 
Here you look for the files you want to analyze with the button … to the right of the generic 
name, select one and delete the number! With the button to the right of the number you can 
check if it is correct. Fill out the rest as indicated, in particular the correct calibration file 
under ThAr, leave the field response empty. 
Go! 
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If everything goes ok you should receive information about the created files. 
You can go to the page Profile, there you find the merged spectrum preselected. With display 
you see the spectrum: 

 
What you see here is the spectrum of the star, divided by the blaze function of the individual 
orders and merged to a single spectrum. It contains effects of atmospheric transmission, 
telescope transmission, lamp spectrum and of course spectral intensity of the star. It also 
contains differences of spectrograph transmission for star and lamp, which unfortunately are 
always present (this is an actual image of IAC80 spectrum, normally the curve is more similar 
to the actual spectrum, since a lot of detector and spectrograph response have been 
eliminated by the division with the lamp spectrum). 

Determine instrument response 

The purpose of this part is to define a response function by dividing the measured signal by 
the spectral intensity of the reference star: 
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Display the spectrum, choose compare at right and select a spectrum of the reference star 
from the library (here extracted from the NOAO database). You may use the shift to correct 
for radial velocity and adjust the vertical scale. With display the ratio you can see the result of 
the division (green curve) and with OK you can display it. 
Save it as zetAqldiv or something. You will need it for practicing to get the response function. 
Choose  continuum. 
Deselect the terrestrial bands with double clicking the region: 

 
With the slider and the multiplier smooth the resulting curve: 

 
Save the resulting response curve with OK and Save as Resp.DAT (the .dat extension is 
important, most other files have the extension .fit): 
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Analyze spectra with instrumental response 

For a check rerun the spectrum of zetAql , now with instrument response 

 
With the result: 
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Comparison with the reference: 

 
The division shows a straight line with some noise and terrestrial absorptions, as expected. 
Now you are ready to take response corrected spectra. 
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In this case I have used a flat from the new lamp, therefore a different response and different 
flats. But generally you only have to selecdt the filenameof star and calibration file to be 
processed , the number and the filename of the spectrum. To this is added the date and 
fraction of day plus the order or _full. After a few minutes you get the merged normalized 
spectrum: 

 
You can also zoom the spectrum horizontally and vertically by the indicated boxes. 

Process information 

The information used and created during processing are stored in two files: 
WR134... full.xml, which stores the parameters. It can be viewed with Internet explorer. 
The logfile WR134.. full.log 
It contains information about the used parameters and results of the reduction. 
A very import piece of information, to be checked when problems arise! 
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Example for WR134 
: -------------- Paramètres d'entrée -------------- 
Objet : WR134 general parameters 
Instrument : Shelyak_echelle 
Site : IAC80 
Observateur : Berthold Stober 
Répertoire de travail : c:\daten\iac80wr\20130524\ 
Nom générique des spectres 2D : 20130524.WR134.600s.0 
Nombre de spectres 2D bruts : 3 
Fichier offset : bias 
Fichier dark : dark600 
Ficher PRNU : PRNU 
Fichier tungstène : FlatTungnew flat for blaze correction 
Fichier LED : FlatTungnew flat for order extraction 
Fichier Thorium-Argon : 20130524.alpLeo.ThAr calibration file 
Fichier cosmétique : cosme 
Fichier de réponse spectrale (traitement global) : respnew 
Décalage en vitesse : 0 
Correction des rayons cosmiques effectuée 
Premier ordre analysé : 30 
Dernier ordre analysé : 49 
Largeur de la zone de binning : 17 
Largeur de la boite de recherche des raies : 34 used for calibration 
Nombre d'itération sélection des raies ThorAr : 4 
Rang de l'ordre de référence : 34 
Coordonnée Y de l'ordre de référence (centre image) : 908 
Longueur d'onde de référence : 6583.906 
Coordonnée X de la raie de référence : 833 
Seuil de détection des ordres : 50 
Angle alpha : 63.7 
Angle gamma : 5.8 
Nombre de traits au mm : 79 
Nombre de pixels en X : 2184 
Nombre de pixels en Y : 1472 
Taille des pixels : 6.80 
Focale : 85 
Delta heure : 0 
-------------------- Traitement -------------------- 
Nombre d'ordres trouvé : 36 orders found with position 
Ordre #30 - Position : 998 
Ordre #31 - Position : 977 
Ordre #32 - Position : 955 
Ordre #33 - Position : 931 
Ordre #34 - Position : 907 
… 
Ordre #52 - Position : 297 
Ordre #53 - Position : 248 
Ordre #54 - Position : 202 
Ordre #30 :   RMS = .0479   -   Nb. raies = 11 rms of calibration and number  
Ordre #31 :   RMS = .0519   -   Nb. raies = 15 
Ordre #32 :   RMS = .0271   -   Nb. raies = 14 
Ordre #33 :   RMS = .0115   -   Nb. raies = 13 
Ordre #34 :   RMS = .0102   -   Nb. raies = 16 
Ordre #35 :   RMS = .0080   -   Nb. raies = 19 
Ordre #36 :   RMS = .0061   -   Nb. raies = 16 
Ordre #37 :   RMS = .0052   -   Nb. raies = 17 
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Ordre #38 :   RMS = .0096   -   Nb. raies = 19 
Ordre #39 :   RMS = .0071   -   Nb. raies = 20 
Ordre #40 :   RMS = .0072   -   Nb. raies = 15 
Ordre #41 :   RMS = .0108   -   Nb. raies = 20 
Ordre #42 :   RMS = .0178   -   Nb. raies = 17 
Ordre #43 :   RMS = .0101   -   Nb. raies = 17 
Ordre #44 :   RMS = .0076   -   Nb. raies = 16 
Ordre #45 :   RMS = .0114   -   Nb. raies = 15 
Ordre #46 :   RMS = .0170   -   Nb. raies = 16 
Ordre #47 :   RMS = .0130   -   Nb. raies = 13 
Ordre #48 :   RMS = .0061   -   Nb. raies = 13 
Ordre #49 :   RMS = .0132   -   Nb. raies = 11 
Resolution :  
Order #30 :  FWHM = 4.62  -  Dispersion = .155 A/pixel  -  R = 10476.2 
Order #31 :  FWHM = 4.85  -  Dispersion = .150 A/pixel  -  R = 10009.4 
Order #32 :  FWHM = 4.67  -  Dispersion = .143 A/pixel  -  R = 10534.7 
Order #33 :  FWHM = 4.49  -  Dispersion = .138 A/pixel  -  R = 10989.7 
Order #34 :  FWHM = 4.36  -  Dispersion = .135 A/pixel  -  R = 11212.3 
Order #35 :  FWHM = 4.32  -  Dispersion = .132 A/pixel  -  R = 11324.8 
Order #36 :  FWHM = 4.48  -  Dispersion = .123 A/pixel  -  R = 11353.8 focused here 
Order #37 :  FWHM = 4.52  -  Dispersion = .122 A/pixel  -  R = 11068.6 
Order #38 :  FWHM = 4.49  -  Dispersion = .120 A/pixel  -  R = 10997.2 
Order #39 :  FWHM = 4.53  -  Dispersion = .118 A/pixel  -  R = 10748.1 
Order #40 :  FWHM = 4.69  -  Dispersion = .114 A/pixel  -  R = 10538.9 
Order #41 :  FWHM = 4.71  -  Dispersion = .112 A/pixel  -  R = 10445.0 
Order #42 :  FWHM = 4.86  -  Dispersion = .109 A/pixel  -  R = 10112.8 
Order #43 :  FWHM = 4.59  -  Dispersion = .111 A/pixel  -  R = 10299.9 
Order #44 :  FWHM = 4.75  -  Dispersion = .104 A/pixel  -  R = 10365.8 
Order #45 :  FWHM = 4.69  -  Dispersion = .101 A/pixel  -  R = 10524.1 
Order #46 :  FWHM = 4.65  -  Dispersion = .097 A/pixel  -  R = 10792.8 
Order #47 :  FWHM = 4.59  -  Dispersion = .095 A/pixel  -  R = 10972.9 
Order #48 :  FWHM = 4.55  -  Dispersion = .092 A/pixel  -  R = 11163.5 and focused here 
Order #49 :  FWHM = 4.87  -  Dispersion = .092 A/pixel  -  R = 10280.9  
-------------- Paramètres de sortie -------------- 
Nom du profil de sortie : _wr134_20130525_064_full merged spectrum 
Date de prive de vue : 25.05.2013 01:32:21 time stamp 
Durée de prise de vue : 2238.0 exposure time 
Durée de prise de vue décomposée : 3 x 600 s 
Date de milieu de prise de vue : 25.077/05/2013 time of mid exposure 
Jour Julien géocentrique du milieu de prise de vue : 2456437.5771 
 
 


